In this work, we propose a bi-grid scheme framework for the Allen-Cahn equation in Finite Element Method. The new methods are based on the use of two FEM spaces, a coarse one and a fine one, and on a decomposition of the solution into mean and fluctuant parts. This separation of the scales, in both space and frequency, allows to build a stabilization on the high modes components: the main computational effort is concentrated on the coarse space on which an implicit scheme is used while the fluctuant components of the fine space are updated with a simple semi-implicit scheme; they are smoothed without damaging the consistency. The numerical examples we give show the good stability and the robustness of the new methods. An important reduction of the computation time is also obtained when comparing our methods with fully implicit ones.
Introduction
Phase fields equations, such as Allen-Cahn's, are widely used in several domains of applied sciences for modeling natural phenomena in material science [3, 18] , in image processing [25] or in ecology and in medicine [23] , just to cite but a few. They are written as ∂u ∂t + M (−∆u + 1 2 f (u)) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0,
where Ω is a bounded open set in R n and ν the unit normal vector. The Allen-Cahn equation was introduced to describe the process of phase separation in iron alloys [4, 5] , including order-disorder transitions: M is the mobility (taken to be 1 for simplicity),
is the free energy, u is the (non-conserved) order parameter and > 0 is the interface length. The homogenous Neumann boundary condition implies that there is no loss of mass outside the domain Ω. It is important to note that there is a competition between the potential term and the diffusion term: this produces a regularization in phase transition. This equation can be also viewed as a gradient flow for the energy E(u) = 1 2 Ω ∇u 2 dx + 1
2 Ω F (u)dx. A generic and important consequence is that dE(u) dt ≤ 0, the energy is time-decreasing along the solutions, this is a stability property that is important to be recovered numerically; we refer the reader to recent works on numerical method for gradient flows applied to these equations [27] .
The presence of the small parameter leads to numerical difficulties: it makes the functional E(u) "very non convex" in the sense that it possesses many local minima. Therefore, the use of semi-implicit methods suffers from a hard time step limitation while the use of implicit schemes allows to obtain energy diminishing methods but have an important cost in CPU time; however, as underlined in this paper, they present practical difficulties for their implementation. To combine the fast iterations of the semi-implicit schemes (only a linear problem has to be solved at each time step) and the good stability of the implicit schemes, stabilization methods have been considered, [28] . They are based on a L 2 -like damping, but they can slow down the dynamics. This is attribuable to the fact that the damping acts on all the components, including on the low mode components of the solution which contains the main part of the information; the high mode components represent a fluctuant part that can play a crucial role for the numerical stability: indeed, the stability of a scheme lies on its capability to control their expansion.
Independently, bi-grid methods have been extensively studied for the solution of reactiondiffusion equation and also Navier-Stokes [1, 22] ; they are based on the computation of an approximation of the solution on the coarse space W H by using an implicit scheme, the solution in the fine space V h is then obtained by applying a simplified yet semi-implicit scheme. A reduction of the CPU time is achieved, since the main computational effort is concentred only on a small system.
The aim of this article is to propose a framework of bi-grid methods in finite elements for the numerical approximation of the Allen-Cahn equations. The use of two grids, say of two FEM spaces W H and V h with dim(W H ) << dim(V h ), allows to build a scale separation (in space and in frequency) by decomposing the solution u h ∈ V h as
where (., .) denotes the scalar product in L 2 (Ω). Hence P(u H ) ∈ V h represents the mean part of the solution; z h ∈ V h is the fluctuant part and corresponds then to a small correction which carries the high frequencies. In that way, we can conjugate the bi-grid approach to reduce the CPU time and stabilize the correction step on the fine space by smoothing the fluctuant component. We consider the case W H ⊂ V h , in a such case the method is hierarchical-like but the framework is still valid when
The article is organized as follows: at first, in Section 2, we present briefly the phase fields problem (particularly the Allen-Cahn equation) and we recall the classical time marching schemes and their properties. After that, in Section 3, we introduce the bi-grid framework as well as the separation of the scales technique giving numerical illustrations. We then define the bi-grid scheme with the reference scheme on the coarse space and the correction scheme on the fine one. In section 4, we present numerical results on the Allen-Cahn equation emphasizing on the reduction of CPU time obtained by the new methods while the solutions fit with the ones computed with the classical schemes; we obtain particularly numerical evidences of the energy diminishing property for the new schemes. Finally, in Section 5, concluding remarks are given. All the numerical results were obtained using the free Finite Element software FreeFem++ [21].
Allen-Cahn equations, classical schemes. Advantages and limitations
The Allen-Cahn equation writes as
This equation can describe the separation of two phases, e.g; in a metal alloy; > 0 represents the width of the interface and f = F is the derivative of the potential F . This system can be viewed also as a gradient flow for the energy
in such a way that dE(u) dt ≤ 0, which guarantees the stability of the system. This last property is very important and has to be satisfied at the discrete level to have (energy) stable time marching schemes; the maximum principle satisfied by the solution is another stability property (in L ∞ norm). We refer to [8] for more details on the phase field modeling and on the mathematical properties of the solutions.
We now consider the time semi-discretization and focus on marching schemes. Let u k u(x, k∆t) be a sequence of functions; ∆t is the time step. We recall the following three classical schemes which will be used for building our new methods. Note that a scheme is energy diminishing when
• Scheme 1: Semi Implicit scheme
∂u k+1 ∂ν = 0, on ∂Ω.
This scheme is energy diminishing: it is easy to implement (only a linear Neumann problem has to be solved at each step) but it suffers from a hard restrictive time step condition
where L = f ∞ , see e.g., [28] .
• Scheme 2: Implicit Scheme
where we have set
This scheme is unconditionally energy stable, i.e. energy diminishing for all ∆t > 0, see [16] . However it necessitates to solve a fixed point problem at each step.
• Scheme 3: Stabilized semi-implicit scheme A way to overcome the time step restriction while solving only one linear problem at each step is to add a stabilization term as follows [28] :
The scheme is energy diminishing for all ∆t > 0 when S ≥ L 2 , see [28] . As the semiimplicit scheme, this method is easy to implement, however the stabilization slows down the dynamics. One can explain it as follows: the damping term S ε 2 (u k+1 − u k ) acts on all the modal components of the solution, the low ones that represents the main part of the solution and the high modes whose the limitation of the propagation allows to obtain the stability.
An effective numerical solution of the problem needs to have a fully discretized system, we consider here Finite Elements Method (FEM) for the space discretization. To develop an efficient scheme we have to take into account practical arguments, such as the implementation as well as the cost in CPU time.
Remark 2.1 The above list of time schemes is not exhaustive, let us cite the convex splitting scheme [20] which consist on decomposing the potential as a difference of a convex and an expansive term as F (u) = F c (u) − F e (u). The scheme is then
Remark 2.2 An other important property of the solutions of Allen-Cahn's equation is the maximum principle. For instance, when
this is the L ∞ -stability.
3 Bi-grid framework
A scale separation in finite elements
As stated in the introduction, the high frequency components govern the stability of the scheme and the central idea of a stabilized scheme is to stop or to slow down their expansion. Of course, to this aim, we need to have a way to extract the high mode part of the solution to stabilize, say writing u as
whereũ is associated to the low mode part of u and z, of small size; z contains the high frequencies of u. This decomposition can be obtained by using several embedded approximation spaces, as in the hierarchical methods and nonlinear Galerkin methods [6, 14, 15, 26] and the references therein; however the embedding is not mandatory as shown hereafter. Let V h be the fine finite elements space and let W H be another FEM space with dim(W H ) < dim(V h ). We define the prolongation operator P :
Note that is not necessary to have W H ⊂ V h which means that we can avoid the building of a hierarchical basis and then the method can be considered for many FEM spaces. However, it is important to have compatibility conditions on W H and V h in such a way the prolongation is uniquely defined. Let (φ i ) N i=1 and (ψ j ) M j=1 be two bases of V h and of W H respectively (M < N ). We define the matrix
H u H . Hence, since M h is a mass matrix, P(u H ) is uniquely defined whenever the rank of B h H is maximal, say equal to M . Of course this condition is automatically satisfied when W H ⊂ V h . We give hereafter a sufficient condition for the injectivity of B h H :
Moreover, there exists two constants β and α h H > 0 such that 0 < α h H < β ≤ 1 and
Proof. The assumption implies that if P(u H ) = 0, then (u H , φ h ) = 0, ∀φ h ∈ V h , then u H = 0 which gives the injectivity. Now assuming that P(u H ) = 0 and taking φ h = P(u H ) in (14), we find
. We now show that α h H > 0. We can write
Its minimum is reached and can not be equal to 0 because 0, the only root, is outside B. Hence α h H > 0 and we infer from above that
Now, in the same way, we have
But, as a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Remark 3.2 These conditions mean that the range of the angles between the elements of W H and those of P(W H ) ⊂ V h is in the interval [arccos(β), arccos α h H ]; the condition α h H > 0 avoids situations of orthogonality. Of course α h H can depend on H and h and can become smaller and smaller as H and h go to 0. The best situation being when α h H is independent of both h and H. The correction z is defined on the whole fine space V h and not on a complementary space. Of course, one expect z to be a correction (i.e. small in norm) for regular functions u. More precisely, we have the following result: Proposition 3.3 Let W H and V h be two FEM spaces that we assume to be of class C 0 and associated to nested regular triangulations of Ω, a regular bounded open set of R n ; (K, P, Σ) is the reference element. For u ∈ H k+1 (Ω), we denote by u h = Π h u and u H = Π H u the Pinterpolate of u in V h and V H respectively. We assume that P k ⊂ P . We have the following estimate:
Proof. We start from the classical interpolation error estimates in FE spaces [19] ,
We can write
.
where C > 0 is independent of h, H and u.
, where (., .) m is the standard scalar product in H m , then, proceeding as above, we can prove that
Illustration
For given functions and finite elements spaces P 1 and P 2 , we build the decomposition (13)- (14). We generate the meshes with FreeFem++ [21] using Delaunay's triangulation starting from the boundary. We have taken N f = 100 boundary points for generating T h , the mesh associated to the fine space V h and N c = 50 boundary points for generating T H , the mesh associated to the coarse space W H . The first example is the decomposition of the function u(x, y) = (x 2 + y 2 − 1)(x 2 + y 2 − 4) on the torus; the second one is with u(x, y) = sin(72x(1 − x)y(1 − y)) on the unit square. Below, in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we observe that the z component are much smaller in magnitude than those of the original function (10% for P 1 and 0.5% for P 2 elements).
Remark 3.5 The same can be done with Neumann Boundary Conditions (B.C.) that are the usual B.C. for the Allen-Cahn equation on which we will concentrate now. In the previous figures we have illustrated the effect of the scale separation in space: the fluctuant part of the function, z, is small in amplitude as respected to the one of the original function. This is observed when considering P 1 as well as P 2 elements. We observe also that the z-component exhibit high oscillations that are characteristic to the high frequency part of a function. We now quantify this property. We generate the approximations of the eigenfunction in the FEM space by solving numerically eigenvalues problem,
which is equivalent to find the eigen-elements of
where A h and M h are respectively the stiffness and the mass matrix on the FEM space V h . Denote by (w (i) , λ i ) the eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalue λ i , we compare the first eigencomponents of U and those of Z to point out, that is
In Figures 3 and 4 , we have represented the energy spectrum of u(x, y) = cos(44(1 − x)xy(1 − y)) and of its fluctuant component z, when using P 2 as well as P 1 elements. We observe that the low mode components of z are reduced in an important way as respected to the ones of u while the high modes components are less smoothed; hence z carries the high frequencies. 
Set u k+1 =ũ k+1 h + z k+1 h 7: end for
For this choice off we have an important property: the high mode stabilization makes the bi-grid scheme consistent with the computation of the steady states. More precisely, we have Proposition 3.6 Assume, for fixed h and H, that there exists a unique pair of elementsū H ∈ W H andū h ∈ V h such that Proof. To establish the consistency, we show that u k h = z k h +ũ k h converges toū h . By continuity of the prolongation P, we have
Taking the limit in the correction step of the scheme, we get, after the usual simplifications
Letting w h = z h +ũ h , we find
By identification, w h = z h +ũ h =ū h .
A big-grid method for Allen-Cahn Equation
As presented above, the bi-grid scheme is based on an implicit (stable) scheme applied on the coarse space W H and on a simplified semi-implicit scheme on the fine space V h , for the computation of the correction (fluctuant) term z. The scheme on W H is considered to be the reference scheme. Its implementation necessitates the numerical solution of a fixed point problem at each time step. We present hereafter a way to overcome the artificial instability carried by the use of the classical Picard iterates. The new nonlinear iterations will be implemented to define the effective reference scheme when applied to V h and to which we will compare the bi-grid schemes.
A solution to an artificial instability problem for a one-grid scheme
The implementation of the scheme (9) needs a fixed point problem to be solved at each time step. Let M h and A h be the mass and the stiffness matrices respectively. If we set
then the time marching scheme reduces to solve the fixed point problem
at the n th time step. In practice, the convergence of the Picard iterates is obtained by taking only very small values of ∆t, typically ∆t 10 −4 . This is dramatic since we are looking to the long time numerical behavior of the solution. Anyway, this effective restriction on the time step is really artificial because the scheme is supposed to be unconditionally stable. For this reason, as in [2] (in the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation case), we apply here the extrapolation of the fixed point to compute u k+1 from u k and we propose to solve (17) by accelerating the (Picard) sequence v 0 = u n , for m = 0, . . .
enhancing in that the stability region, allowing then to take larger values of ∆t. To this end, we use the ∆ κ acceleration procedure, see [9] . In two words, the ∆ κ procedure consists in replacing the Picard iterates by v 0 = u k , for m = 0, . . .
where
is the binomial coefficient and φ (j) denotes the j th composition of φ with itself. We have
where < ., . > denotes the euclidean scalar product in R n , see [9] . These acceleration procedures have been applied with the ∆ 1 (Lemaréchal's method [24] corresponding to κ = 1); we can take ∆t = 10 −2 and the scheme (9) is still stable. A comparison of the energy curves shows a digital convergence by varying the number of nodes on the edge of the unit square N to generate the mesh T h , for = 0.03 and Lemaréchal's acceleration. 
Numerical results
In order to compare the two fixed point methods, we present below the evolution curve of the functional energy over time and some numerical results for the unconditionally stable scheme (9) by using the mesh of the unit square with N = 40, the initial condition u 0 = cos(4πx) cos(4πy), the interfacial width = 0.03, ∆t = 10 −4 and the finite element P 2 . 
How to choose W H and V h
A central question for the bi-grid method is the choice of the two approximation spaces W H and V h . We have to balance two criteria:
• the CPU reduction capabilities brought by the bi-grid scheme: the most important part of the computations is realized in the coarse space (nonlinear iterations). This is directelty related to the ratio of the dimensions of W H and V h , that we denote by DR = dim(W H ) dim(V h ) .
• the scale separation in frequency that allows to make a correction through a simplified scheme on V h . It appears that a good indicator is that the fine space correction term z is in norm, this means that the approximation on the coarse space is sufficiently correct to be an acceptable approximation on the fine space once prolongated. According to the general case, see Proposition 3.3, an indicator of the L 2 norm of z is controlled by the interpolation error in W H .
Estimates on the relative step size of W H and V h in the case W H ⊂ V h have been obtained in different contexts, see [26, 29] for bi-grid Nonlinear Galerkin (reaction-diffusion problem) and [1] for Navier-Stokes time dependent equations.
Here the condition W H ⊂ V h is not mandatory and we can then define a mixed finite element scheme, the compatibillty condition between the FEM is given in proposition 3.1.
We give hereafter possible choices for W H and V h in several situations:
with q > p. For instance p = 1, q = 2 or q = 3.
Following Proposition 3.3, it is easy to see that
so the a priori optimal estimation for the prolongation error is H p+1 .
-When T H ⊂ T h :
Another way to build W H from V h is to apply a coarsening procedure, we refer the reader e.g. to [7] .
• The case W H ⊂ V h : the a priori estimates given by Proposition 3.3 still holds and the relation H p+1 h q+1 gives an indication to choose the relative step sizes h and H of T H and T h . As above, the condition h<<H is necessary to expect a CPU time reduction.
Remark 4.1 We focus here on P k elements but the bi-grid method could apply to FEM spaces built with rectangular or cubic elements Q k .
Two-grid schemes for Allen-Cahn Equation
We now present two bi-grid schemes based on two different choices off
: the correction step of the bi-grid scheme is a simple high mode stabilization of the semi-implicit scheme. This choice defines the Scheme 4.1 presented below.
ii. Linearization for the nonlinear term:
This choice defines the Scheme 4.2 presented below. 
Set u The stabilization we use here applies on the high modes components, this can be compared to the methods developed by Costa-Dettori-Gottlieb and Temam [13] when using spectral methods (Fourier, Chebyshev) or Chehab-Costa [11, 12] in finite differences: in these cases several grids were used for generating a hierarchy of fluctuant component in embedded grids and to stabilize them with as damping term as above; however the approach we propose here can be non hierarchical and can be applied for many choices of FEM spaces. In a recent work, one grid stabilization was proposed in finite difference for parabolic equations using preconditioning techniques, [10] .
Global stabilization vs high mode stabilization
Before comparing the performances of the bi-grid method and the one-grid reference scheme, we would like to illustrate the effect of the high mode stabilization with respect to the global stabilization, in the time evolution of the energy. The stabilization applied to the only high mode components allows to compute the solution with a good accuracy; the energy history of the one-grid reference scheme is close to the one of the bi-grid one while the stabilization of the scheme on all the components of the solution slows down the dynamics. The stabilization term is of course necessary for the one-grid scheme but also for the two grid scheme: on the same example as above, for S = 0.05 both schemes scheme 4.2 and scheme 2 are unstable. We have plotted for different initial data in Figures 12 and 13 the time evolution of the energy for the 3 methods. We observe that for same stabilization parameters, the bi-grid schemes based on high mode damping restitue an energy dynamics comparable to that of the reference scheme while the one-grid stabilization slows down the decreasing of the energy. Also, as expected, higher values of τ produces more important energy slow down for the stabilized one-grid scheme. Same results are obtained using P 1 elements instead of P 2 . We finish with two illustrations obtained in the case in which the same triangulation is used for the two FEM spaces W H and V h is used. We choose
We have W H ⊂ V h . We first consider the Allen-Cahn equation on the torus Ω = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 /1 ≤
The time evolution of the energy for the three methods is reported on Figure 14 To illustrate the robustness of the bi-grid method (Scheme 4.2), we make comparison with the one grid unconditionally stable scheme (Scheme 2). We observe that time history of the energy is comparable and that the time-evolution of the difference between the solutions produced by these schemes remains small. Finally, we observe that the CPU time is reduced for the bi-grid scheme, by a factor larger than 4. 
Simulation of an exact solution
We here always consider Ω =]0, 1[ 2 two triangulations T h and T H composed of 1681 and 441 triangles respectively. The dimensions of the FEM spaces are dim(W H ) = 1681 and dim(V h ) = 6561, so DR(W H , V h ) = 0.256211. We now compare the bi-grid method (Scheme 4.2) and the one-grid Scheme 2 simulating an exact solution: we choose the function u ex (x, y, t) = cos(πx) cos(πy)exp(sin(πt)) to be the solution, an appropriate r.h.s. is added to this aim. As above, we observe that the error is small while the CPU time is reduced by a factor 3 in Figure  ( 
Concluding Remarks
The two-grid method in Finite Elements for reaction-diffusion equations we have presented here allows to produce fast and stable iterations, we gave also numerical evidences that our schemes capture important properties such as energy diminishing, which is fundamental when considering gradient flow models . This can be extended to a larger number of nested spaces, such as in [14, 15, 22] , hoping to save much more computing time. The separation of the scale allows to damp mainly the high mode components of the solution, this procedure can be interpreted as high-mode smoother. An important advantage of the bi-grid framework is that it is not needed to work with embedded spaces, particularly it is not necessary to compute a hierarchical-like basis, the filtering is automatically provided by the prolongation step. We have considered here first reaction-diffusion problems: it is a first study to be done and to be validated before applying the method to more complex systems.
